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MORPHOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION OF VENUS CORONAE: EVIDENCE FOR AN 
ENDOGENIC ORIGIN; M.S. Edmunds*, V.L. Sharpton, and Kevin Burke*, LPI, 3303 
NASA Road One, Houston T X  77058, *also Dept. Geosciences, Univ. of Houston, Houston 
TX 77004. 

Coronae are large concentric structures identified in Soviet radar images of the 
northern surfaces of Venus. They have been attributed variously to exogenic processes 
(modified impact craters) as well as several endogenic mechanisms (e.g. ring complexes, 
modified domes or volcanoes, and mantle diapirs). There appears to be some conflict 
concerning the topographic expression of coronae: both low [ l ]  and high [2] relief have 
been emphasized in advancement of these models. We have examined 33 coronae, taken 
from published sources, and determined their morphologic and spatial characteristics to 
constrain the origin of these features. 

Table 1 summarizes the salient characteristics of the coronae we have studied. The 
majority of these features occur within the plains units adjacent to Ishtar Terra and 
const i tu te  three  dis t inct  clusters with approximate centers a t  670N, 1150E (Tethus 
cluster); 660N, 2800E (Mnemosyne cluster); and, 400N, 200E (Fortuna cluster). Coronae 
are observed between elevations of -1.0 km and +2.0 km (referenced to 6051.0 km), with a 
peak a t  - 0.6 km (Figure 1). While 14 coronae within our sample have PV topographic 
expressions of < 200 m, relief of up to 1.2 km is observed (Figure 2). The positive 
correlation of relief with surface elevation (Figure 3) expressed by many of the coronae 
ind ica tes  a l i n k  between corona-generat ing processes and  those responsible f o r  
maintaining regional topography and suggests to us that coronae initially are regions of 
substantial positive relief which becomes less distinguishable as the sustaining thermal 
anomaly decays. Those features expressing low relief occur a t  various elevations and 
could indicate a population of old, degraded or inactive coronae. An additional argument 
against a n  impact origin is the observation that  - 70% of coronae are demonstrably 
elliptical, whereas elliptical structures produced by low-angle impact are extremely rare. 

TAB1.E I. Characteristics of Coronae 

N I.acatlon Dlmens~onr Elevation Relief Elongation linear Associated Reference:. Commentr 
(km) I lm)  ikm) Direction Structures Feature,' 

I MON. 129' 450 k 5.W 1 0  0.6 NOoW f.v.R 1.2 
2 54O N. 295O MMx350 0.6 0.2 Nh5'E 1.v.D 1.2 Double. partially flooded 
3 77O N. ?79O 400 0.4 0.2 NOo W N40'W f,v.R 1.2.7 Flooded interior 
4 67" N. 2x0' 400 0.6 <0.2 N30"E NOoW f.c 1.2 

hX0N. 137' 300 1 2  Oh N20°E f.c.D 2 hX0N.2SW0 
I 

200 0.0 0.4 c.D 1.7 
4I0N. 272' 300 0.8 cO.2 N20°W N2WW f I Panlall) floodrd: low 

N2SoW 
NS°F 
N2OoW 
NSODW 
N35OE 
N90°W 
NO" W 
NfQoW 

3 West side flooded 
4 East side Intact 
5 Widely flooded 
5 
5 Multiplr. intersecung 
5 Faulted 
6 

: 
7.2 Metia R r g ~ o  
I 
I 

West a~de  ~ntact 
2 linear trends 
N S elongauon 
Large hhield on west 
Flotuled 
Flooded. faulted: low center 
Nonh arc only 
Fragments onl) 

*( \)  \olcanoea. (1) Ilows. (c) calderas; Capital letter sign~hes major contibutor to rel~ef (R) Rbngs: (D) Large Domn: 
Kcls. (1) Baallc\ah! ct al.. Pro,. 11d11ar Plafrur Srr. Ci~f!l.  16. D399 D411. 19Xh: (2)  Banukov el al.. Proc. Lr,lor Plo,zrr. S',r. CO,!~.. 16. 11378 D3YX. 
19x6. (3) Suhhanob el al.. Solar S?A. Rer.. I .  1 7. 1987; (4) Markov el al.. Solar Sv,. Res.. 1 .  8 14. 1987; (5) Sukhanov et al.. &,lor s1.5 Rci.. .'(I. 
Ih5 174. 1987; (6) Pronln el al . Solor Svs Rr.s. 0 .  101 109. 19x7: (7) Kuz'min el a l .  SoQr S I ~ .  Res.. 20. 110 122. 1987: (8) Sukhanov rt a!.. Solar 
St.>. Rc,s.. 20. 157 IM. 19x7. (9) Suhanov el 31.. Solar Sis RC?.. 20. M 71 
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Figure 2 
Comparison of the characteristics of coronae with those of African hotspots reveals 

several interesting similarities. The African features are of comparable size and relief to 
the coronae and are also typically elliptical [3]. Thiessen polygons have been used to 
define the dimensions of the convection cells beneath Africa and indicate that these 
polygonal cells are roughly equidimensional with an average separation distance of - 900 
km [3], corresponding favorably with experimental models of mantle convection beneath a 
stationary upper layer [4]. Construction of Thiessen polygons for the three clusters of 
coronae on Venus yields cells with geometries and scales remarkably similar to those of 
the African analysis (Figure 4). The African plate appears to be stationary relative to the 
underlying mantle and has been so for - 25 m.y. [see references in 31. The elliptical 
forms of African hotspot expressions, therefore, cannot be attributed to migration of the 
lithosphere over a mantle plume but instead appear to reflect asymmetries in mantle 
upwelling. Elongation directions of coronae within individual clusters show diverse 
orientations (Table 1) and also do not appear to be consistent with patterns produced by 
plate movements. 

The results of this analysis lead us to believe that coronae, like their African analogs, 
a re  s t ructures  produced by volcanic, and  a t t endan t  tectonic, modification of the 
l i thosphere associated with mantle upwelling. Addit ionally,  the  morphology and 
distribution of these structures seem to indicate that the lithosphere around Ishtar Terra 
is virtually stationary with respect to the ensuing mantle reference frame. 
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